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H1’17 European FinTech Investment (M&A, PE & VC)

Key Trends

FinTech 2017

H1’2017

2,9 $B of investment in 

Europe

179 deals closed

Median Financing 

Sizes:

Angel/Seed: 1,2 $M

Early VC: 5,4 $M

Later Stage VC: 15,9 $M

5 Key Sectors:

Asset and Wealth 

Management

Transactions and 

Payment Services

Banking & 

Alternative Lending

Enabling 

Technologies
InsurTech



Fintech Market Influences:

» E-commerce is mobile: Gartner is forecasting mobile payments will top $720 

billion in  2017

» Data everywhere: over 2,5 terabytes of  data is created daily

» Millennials and FinTech: over 76% of  millennials would try a financial offering from a 

non-financial firm 

Fintech Funds And Incubators Are On The Rise:

» Financial institutions have already had great success by creating a fund which invests in 

FinTech, rather than investing directly.

» This allows institutions to spread their risk over a portfolio and remove the integration 

risk that comes with buying a company directly. Incubators and accelerators are 

options for banks who are restricted by regulation from investing through 

funds.

Key Trends

FinTech 2017

Collaboration Is Surging:

» Increased number of  financial institutions are collaborating with FinTech companies. 

» This is driven by the desire to have technologies which can be used industry 

wide and not just by isolated, individual companies.

PSD2:

» A revised version of  the payment service directive means banks’ monopoly on 

customer account information and payment services will fade. 

» PSD2 fostering FinTech activity – investment to increase in companies that will benefit; 

activity expected on the API front and on the development of  niche offerings that 

leverage open data
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Asset and Wealth Management

Industry Trends

Incumbent Players Have Been Slow To React:

» Asset managers are reacting slowly to disruption and are incorporating short-term 

solutions rather than full scale innovation. This is leaving the door open for FinTech 

companies who are growing AUMs at a rapid clip, mainly targeting younger, more 

technologically savvy investors.

» Social investing platforms – where people can follow investment strategies of  other 

at the click of  a button – and robo advisors are lowering the cost of  wealth management 

and  aiming to broaden the market.

» Incumbents have reacted by investing, acquiring and launching their own automated 

investment advisory services. However, some larger asset managers have taken the view 

that this isn’t their client base and are less likely to enter the space.

» Marketplace lenders are moving into personal financial management to 

increase their suite of  products and become all inclusive windows into a user’s total 

financial history.

» Crowdfunding platforms are providing equity finance to businesses that 

previously would struggle to raise capital in the form of  debt from traditional banks. The 

sector is becoming more mainstream; however, the industry is still young and there have 

been relatively few exits.

AWMs In Partnerships:

» 30% of  AWMs in partnerships with FinTech companies. 

» UBS and SigFig have teamed up. UBS gains the ability to give advice on assets held 

not only at UBS but at other institutions. In return, SigFig has gained an equity investment 

and continued collaboration with UBS to help develop more products.

30%

Asset Managers in
partnership with FinTech
companies (%)



Asset and Wealth Management

Industry Trends

Key Players:

Robo Advisors And Social Sharing: Personal Financial Management: Equity Crowdfunding:



Banking & Alternative Lending

Industry Trends

Start-ups Benefit From Agility And Lack Of Legacy Systems:

» Marketplace lending has grown from sourcing loans from individual 

creditors to getting funding from institutions in an online marketplace for 

loans. Customer acquisition is relatively difficult and expensive. However, there have been 

some difficulties with loan defaults and rates of  return, not to mention that regulation 

could increase.

» Technology based, data-driven underwriting tools sophistication levels are 

enabling innovators to grow rapidly. Banks are responding by building their own 

platforms or seeking partnerships with FinTech companies. Firms with advanced 

data-scoring techniques and online-platforms could be targets for banking majors.

» Challenger Banks are focusing on the customer experience and providing 

customers with a simple range transparent of  products. Acquiring customers and a 

banking license is an expensive and lengthy process meaning many challenger Banks have 

yet to reach scale. 

» Following the acquisitions of  Simple and Holvi by BBVA, the online challenger banks 

will continue to be acquisition targets for the more progressive incumbents as a method of  

improving the customer experience

Banks & Alternative Lenders In Partnerships:

» As a sign that the industry is further advanced with new technology, 54% of banks are 

in partnerships with FinTech companies.

» In the US, JP Morgan Chase partnered with OnDeck Capital – a FinTech digital lender 

– to offer their small business accounts loans through OnDeck’s platform with rapid 

approval and same, or next day, funding.

54%

Banking in partnership with
FinTech companies (%)



Banking & Alternative Lending

Industry Trends

Key Players:

Direct Lending: Marketplace Lending: Banks:



Transactions and Payment Services

Industry Trends

Uptake Among The Public Already Well Underway:

» Transacting across borders is traditionally an expensive and opaque industry. FinTech 

companies are providing customers with more convenient and cost effective 

methods. B2C companies are already taking significant share from banks which will 

continue.

» Online payment systems have become more faster, more transparent and more 

secure for both customers and businesses. With some very well funded companies – with 

backing from some incumbents like Visa – the industry is fiercely competitive.

» There has been a proliferation of mobile wallets and new payment options –

Apple and Samsung have released payment options for example. However, uptake has 

been relatively slow and the winners in this category are likely to be the big 

internet companies who can leverage their huge mobile consumers bases.

Transactions and Payment Services Companies In Partnerships:

» To help incorporate new technologies into their businesses, 42% of transactions and 

payments services companies are in partnerships with FinTech companies.

» In the UK, iZettle and Santander have teamed up to enable small businesses to accept 

card payments with smartphones and tablets

42%
Transaction & Payment
Services in partnership with
FinTech companies (%)



Transactions and Payment Services

Industry Trends

Key Players:

Money Transfer, Forex & Remittances: Online Payments:



InsurTech

Industry Trends

Insurance Sector Still Tech Light:

» Digitalization will continue a pace in the insurance industry. Firms making 

their processes more efficient will need technology to keep the transformation going. 

InsurTech companies are well placed to provide insurers with modern options to solve 

their issues.

» Increasing customer engagement is the logical next step for digitalization in 

insurance. Innovations in this sector will be focused on providing improvement in 

customer experience and creating more customer-centric products.

» The marketplace model will become more prominent in insurance. The insurance 

industry has been slow to adopt the marketplace model – where firms partner with 

each other, so they don’t have to develop every product but can still provide their 

customers with the best products.

InsurTech Companies In Partnerships:

» Less than a third of insurance companies are engaging in partnerships with 

InsurTech firms to bring new technologies and offerings to their customers.

» For example, AXA & Trov (a US based start-up) have teamed up to enter the UK 

market. Trov has developed an app that lets people insurance gadgets for short time 

periods. The insurance that people have is actually with AXA, but goes through the Trov

platform. 

» Here, the customer centric and slick application is enabling AXA to sell more 

customized insurance to people.

28%

InsurTech in partnership with
FinTech companies (%)



InsurTech

Industry Trends

Key Players:

InsurTech:



Enabling Technologies

Industry Trends

Banks Striving To Keep Pace With Possibilities Of New Technology:

» All sectors – financial services, energy, telecoms and pharma – are testing the 

benefits of blockchain technology. Still in the early stages, some of  the technology is 

moving from lab to production – funding for the technology is increasing too.

» Demand from banks for core enabling technologies to drive digital banking forwards is 

surging. Banks with many legacy systems that lack agility and are complex and 

expensive to update are seeking out new core banking technologies. For tier 1 

banks these systems are still going to come from large software vendors due to scale, but 

tier 2 and EM banks will be more experimental with new models.

» Customers have more choice than ever with new banks and technology 

companies now on an even keel with traditional banks. With more competition 

firms are looking to increase customer engagement through social media, personal 

financial management and gamification. All of  these items increase customer experience, 

which is the most important aspect to clients. A number of  large banks are now using 

solutions from innovative companies who will likely become targets of  major software 

companies.

» Big Data and cloud technology are becoming more widespread allowing the 

indexing and searching of  huge structured and unstructured data sets. Social media and 

mobile devices also offer new insights into customer perceptions, needs and expectations.  

Firms that can leverage this new data effectively for banks are set to gain market share.

» Banks face constant security threats from hackers and fraudsters. Investment in 

new and innovative security solutions is correspondingly high. New firms that secure 

transactions using next gen authentication through mobile; or that can find innovative ways 

to detect and prevent attacks will be attractive targets in the future.

» Regulatory requirements are still increasing after the crisis; costs are rising in 

step. Risk needs to be managed and moderated with compliance software. Companies that 

can help incumbents to comply with regulations and make informed risk choices based on 

data will attract significant funding and be interesting targets.

» Partnerships will be transformative in these sectors as well – in April 2017, BBVA 

teamed up with Ripple to use their distributed ledger technology to complete an 

international money transfer between Spain and Mexico in a matter of  seconds.



Enabling Technologies

Industry Trends

Key Players:

Blockchain: Core Banking Platforms: Customer Experience:

Data Analytics: Security And Fraud Protection: Regulatory Compliance:
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Investor

# of firms 

in 

portfolio

Credit Suisse 5

HSBC 5

BBVA 5

Barclays 4

ING 3

CompaniesInvestor

# of firms 

in 

portfolio

Santander 12

UBS 6

Deutsche Bank 5

Societe Generale 5

BNP Paribas 5

Companies

European Banking Investments 

Banking Industry Initiatives

Top 10 Euro Banks Ranked By Unique Fintech Investments
1:

» H1’17 investments into European fintech companies reached $3Bln across 179 investments. Santander, UBS and Deutsche Bank are the leading  Banks in terms of  unique portfolio firms.

1 Source: CB Insights

Blockchain Data Analytics Personal Finance
Wealth

Management

Financial Services

& Software
Lending

Payments & 

Settlement

Regulatory

Technology



Barclays Incubator

Banking Industry Initiatives

An Intensive 13-week Programme Designed To Accelerate Start-ups:

» Start-ups get unprecedented access to Barclays network and knowledge base. 

» Successful applicants will also gain invaluable insights from some of  the smartest minds in the start-up and FinTech worlds.

COMPANY ACTIVITY

Bean UK
Bean allows customers to track their finances and identify recurring paid subscriptions so that they can better manage their money. Bean enables users to cancel paid the subscriptions from the 

platform.

Flux UK Flux enables clients to get digital receipts - full receipts automatically in a banking app as customers pay with their bank card at any store in the Flux network - and digital loyalty stamps.

Homeppl UK
Homeppl helps tenants standout. Tenants can finally aggregate their tenant reputation, and leverage it to apply to any property anywhere around the world, irrespective of their origin. Subsequently, 

landlords can finally choose top tenants based on real rental data. Homeppl is a complementary service to any property stock web page, including portals, classified ads, and agencies.

ShieldPay UK

ShieldPay is a payment service provider and instant digital escrow service that enables secure transactions and payments between consumers all over the world. The services include payment 

processing, fund transfer, escrow facilities and consumer credit options. It is an entity that collects holds and disburses funds according to buyer and seller instructions to eliminate risk and 

uncertainty in peer-to-peer transactions.

Simudyne UK
Simudyne AI is world-class enterprise-ready technology, combining human intelligence and machine learning into a single, easy to use platform. This allows key decision makers to access all of their 

organizations’ existing data – in real time, in one place, in an easy-to-use, interactive environment.

COMPANY



BBVA

Banking Industry Initiatives

Investments In Technology Companies Through A 250 M$ Fund And BBVA Innovation Center:

» BBVA is one of  the most active banks in the FinTech sector making strategic investments and acquiring companies in an attempt drive its digitalization strategy.

» The BBVA Innovation Center is an incubator where BBVA nurtures young entrepreneurs and start-ups; taking them from prototypes to tests and onto part of  BBVA’s value proposal 

to customers.

» Propel Venture 

Partners is a 250$ venture 

capital fund that BBVA 

uses to make strategic 

investments in companies.

COMPANY ACTIVITY

Brave USA Brave Software focuses on increasing browsing speed and safety for users, while growing ad revenue share for content creators.

Civic USA Civic lets you know when new accounts are opened with your personal information. 

Coinbase USA Coinbase is a digital currency wallet service that allows traders to buy and sell bitcoin.

Earnest USA Earnest is building the modern bank for the next generation.

Guideline USA Guideline is an all-inclusive 401(k) technology designed for growing businesses.

Hippo USA Hippo offers intuitive and proactive home insurance by taking a smarter, tech-driven approach.

Insikt USA Insikt is reinventing the world of fintech with a revolutionary platform enabling brands to lend to customers through Lending as a Service.

Personal Capital USA Personal Capital is the leading digital wealth management firm.

Prosper USA The first marketplace lender in the U.S, Prosper Marketplace helps people get on top of their finances.

Simply Credit USA At SimplyCredit, their mission is to transform consumer lending as it is known today.

Taulia USA Taulia provides cloud-based invoice, payment and discount management solutions for large buying organizations.

COMPANY



BNP Paribas

Banking Industry Initiatives

A 4-month Programme, With The Business Lines Of BNP Paribas:

» BNP Paribas was the first bank accelerator in France dedicated to start-ups Fintech, Insurtech.

» BNP gives the start-ups exposure to their various business units over a period of  4 months.

COMPANY ACTIVITY

Neuroprofiler France Based on the last advances of Behavioral Finance, Neuroprofiler is a MiFIDII-compliant customer Risk Profiler for Financial Advisors. 

Sharepay France
Payoff is a financial wellness company that provides its members with personal loans. It develops products and services to support its members to attain their targets by focusing on the connection 

between financial behavior and personality.  The company partners with First Electronic Bank to originate loans for its clients. 

Wemind France Wemind is a community of freelancers and entrepreneurs who come together for exceptional benefits: health protection, housing, legal services and works council.

Wikinvest France
WizzInvest has created a network of asset managers and institutional investors connected through a data exchange and data analysis platform. Their mission is twofold: enable asset managers to 

provide data quality and keep control on the analytics they disclose; support financial institutions in selecting the most appropriate investments.

COMPANY



InnoVentures - Santander

Banking Industry Initiatives

Investments In Technology Companies Through A 200 M$ Fund:

» The fund aims to support the digital revolution to make sure Santander customers around the world benefit from the latest know-how and innovations across the Banking Group’s 

geographies.  

» The fund is part of  the Santander Group’s broader innovation agenda, in which we help FinTech companies grow from a very early stage (i.e. seed) to a more mature stage. 

COMPANY ACTIVITY

Curve UK Curve simplifies the way customers spend, see and save their money – by combining all their cards into one Mastercard, connected to a mobile app. 

Cyanogen USA
Cyanogen is a leading mobile operating system pure-play, based in California. The company is known for its commercial distribution Cyanogen OS and open-source 

distribution CyanogenMod.

Digital Asset USA
Digital Asset’s mission is to improve efficiency, security, compliance and settlement speed while reducing costs through the implementation of Distributed Ledger 

Technology. 

iZettle Swd
iZettle delivers a service that includes a fully integrated payment solution, consisting of an app, a chip-card reader and a free business management software tool that lets 

anyone take card payments and manage their business.

Kabbage USA Kabbage has pioneered the first financial services data and technology platform to provide fully automated funding to small businesses in minutes.

MyCheck Isr
MyCheck is a checkout technology that enhances the merchant and guest experience by integrating into point of sales system. The technology allows users to view, split 

and pay their bill straight from their mobile devices.

PayKey Isr
PayKey provides banks with a mobile touchscreen keyboard to allow clients to initiate P2P payments across social media chat apps under a bank-branded extension of 

the banking app.

Ripple USA Ripple global settlement network allows banks to transact in real-time, across currencies, without the need of multiple intermediaries, and with minimum costs.

SigFig USA SigFig is dedicated to providing all investors, large and small, access to high quality unbiased investment advice through a digital wealth management platform.

Socure USA Socure is the leader in digital identity verification.

COMPANY



Main Incubator - Commerzbank

Banking Industry Initiatives

Investments In Fintech Companies And Supporting Them To Grow:

» Commerzabank has created an incubator to help position the bank as a investor in FinTech and company building in the sector.

» The incubator is a subsidiary of  Commerzabank and has 3 main goals: identifying, participating in and setting trends.

» Through strategic investments in firms, it aims to bring innovations to it’s customers.

COMPANY ACTIVITY

Bilendo Germ
Bilendo is the first B2B SaaS provider to optimize the liquidity of companies and automate the entire dunning system. Bilendo helps all users to optimize their entire accounts receivable 

management process and the management of open items.

Candis Germ
CANDIS automates accounting processes for small and medium sized enterprises since its foundation in late 2015. Users connect their bank accounts, credit cards and PayPal accounts 

and forward their invoices. Candis then generates real time overviews of liabilities and missing invoices, which can be paid in a few clicks. 

Gover Germ

Gover offers a brand-new financing model for consumers and businesses to rent, instead of purchase, tech products. Grover is more flexible than a classic leasing model or the typical 

purchase of a product as, for a simple monthly subscription with no minimum contract period, renters are able to access the newest tech gadgets at all times and switch, upgrade or 

cancel at any time.

Optio Pay Germ
OptioPay is a Berlin-based FinTech company founded in October 2014 by reBuy founder, Marcus Börner, and lawyer, Oliver Oster. Their mission is to integrate payments to payees 

with effective marketing to create a completely new, performance-based, marketing channel. For recipients, they offer flexibility and value by providing diverse payout options.

Traxpay Germ
Traxpay AG is one of the first fintech companies in Germany and was founded in 2009 by banking and B2B experts. The company developed and supports a multiple award-winning 

SaaS platform. It helps banks and marketplaces to integrate into existing ERP systems of their corporate clients.

COMPANY



UniCredit

Banking Industry Initiatives

A New 200 M$ Fund And An Accelerator For Investments In Fintech:

» UniCredit and Anthemis Group launched a new joint investment venture. The aim of  the partnership is to collaborate with emerging players within the FinTech ecosystem and 

explore, sustain and develop cutting-edge technologies and solutions to deliver next-generation experiences for our customers.

» In addition, UniCredit has a FinTech accelerator. It was created in 2014 with the aim to support and consolidate projects of  four startups, operating in the banking sector. The 

accelerator provides assessments, connections, training, mentoring an 10.000 € to help with expenses.

COMPANY ACTIVITY

Betterment USA

Betterment is a smart automated investing service that provides optimized investment returns for individual, IRA, ROTH IRA, and rollover 401(k) accounts. Its technology enables users to manage 

their investments in a customized, diversified portfolio. Charging a management fee of 0.25%, the company’s mobile app enables users to access, view, share, and review their portfolio’s activities as 

well as deposit and withdraw money from anywhere, anytime.

Payoff USA
Payoff is a financial wellness company that provides its members with personal loans. It develops products and services to support its members to attain their targets by focusing on the connection 

between financial behavior and personality.  The company partners with First Electronic Bank to originate loans for its clients. 

Quanteye It QUANTEYE is a company that creates programs that automate the process of personal investment.

Quokky It Quokky is a mobile application that reminds its users of due dates and helps them keep everything organized. It recognizes its users’ documents from their mobile camera, Gmail, and Dropbox.

Trōv USA
Trov is an on-demand insurance platform that collects details of the things important to a user and protects them. Trov is dedicated to reinventing insurance by making it simple, flexible and 

transparent. With a simple swipe on a phone, customers can easily protect just the things they want, exactly when they want.

WallerSaver Germ Wallet Saver is  an app that allows the user to pinpoint the best phone charges and operators, thanks to an efficient analysis of data traffic and network coverage

COMPANY
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Rank Investor

8 Passion Capital

8 Creandum

8 Earlybird Venture Capital

8 Global Founders Capital

14 Holtzbrinck Ventures

14 Octopus Ventures

14 Northzone Ventures

14 LocalGlobe

14 Valar Ventures

Rank Investor

1 SpeedInvest

2 Anthemis Group

3 Index Ventures

4 Seedcamp

4 NFT Ventures

4 Balderton Capital

4 Ribbit Capital

8 SEED Capital

8 Accel Partners

Most Active VC investors In European FinTech

Venture Capital In Europe

Most Active VC Q3'16 – Q3’17:

» SpeedInvest has been the most active VC investor in European FinTech companies over the past 5 quarters, with Anthemis Group and Index Ventures coming 2nd and 3rd respectively1.

1 Source: CB Insights
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Asset and Wealth Management

Transactions

Selected recent M&A transactions:

ACQUIROR TARGET

TARGET 

COUNTRY

DATE % Acquired Deal Value

Ent. Value

(TARGET)

PERIOD SALES EBITDA EBIT

EV/

SALES

EV/

EBITDA

EV/

EBIT

Virtu Financial KCG Holdings USA Apr-17 100% 1.336 M$ 2.664 M$ 2017 1.383 M€ 485 M€ 396 M€ 1,93 5,49 6,72

Ant Financial MoneyGram USA Jan-17 100% 955 M$ 1.925 M$ 2017 1.658 M€ 165 M€ 88 M€ 1,16 11,69 21,98

TD Ameritrade Scottrade USA Oct-16 100% 2.738 M$ - 2016 - - - - - -

E*Trade Financial Systems OptionsHouse USA Jul-16 100% 725 M$ - 2016 - - - - - -

Intertrust Group Elian Jersey Jun-16 100% 630 M$ 630 M$ 2016 - - - - - -

Moody's Bureau Van Dijk NL Apr-16 100% 3.281 M$ 2.456 M$ 2016 281 M$ 144 M$ - 8,74 17,05 -

Huati Securities AssetMark USA Apr-16 100% 780 M$ - 2016 - - - - - -

HIS Markit UK Mar-16 100% 5.492 M$ 6.153 M$ 2016 1.113 M€ 476 M€ 305 M€ 5,53 12,94 20,16

MEAN x4,34 x11,79 x16,29

MEDIAN x3,73 x12,31 x20,16

Max x8,74 x17,05 x21,98

Min x1,16 x5,49 x6,72



Banking & Alternative Lending

Transactions

Selected recent M&A transactions:

ACQUIROR TARGET

TARGET 

COUNTRY

DATE % Acquired Deal Value

Ent. Value

(TARGET)

PERIOD SALES EBITDA EBIT

EV/

SALES

EV/

EBITDA

EV/

EBIT

Fiserv UK Ltd Monitise UK Jun-17 100% 34 M$ 34 M$ HY 2017 90 M€ 186 M€ - 0,38 0,18 -

Visa Equity Partners DH Corporation Canada Mar-17 100% 3.600 M$ 3.213 M$ 2016 1.172 M€ 326 M€ 109 M€ 2,74 9,84 29,55

Flagship Community Bank BankMobile USA Mar-17 100% 175 M$ Undisclosed 2016 43 M€ - - - - -

BBVA Atom UK Mar-17 30% 102 M$ Undisclosed 2017 - - - - - -

SoFi Zenbanx USA Feb-17 100% 100 M$ Undisclosed 2017 - - - - - -

Zoopla Hometrack Data Systems UK Jan-17 100% 150 M$ Undisclosed 2016 16 M€ 7 M€ - - - -

Undisclosed JD Finance China Nov-16 100% 2.100 M$ Undisclosed 2016 - - - - - -

LendingTree CompareCards USA Nov-16 100% 130 M$ Undisclosed 2016 - - - - - -

TIAA - CREF EverBank Financial USA Aug-16 100% 2.500 M$ 8.141 M$ 2016 1.097 M€ - 200 M€ 7,42 - 40,75

4finance TBI Bank Bulgaria Aug-16 100% 77 M$ Undisclosed 2016 - - - - - -

H.I.G Capital Quicken Investment Services USA Mar-16 100% - Undisclosed 2016 - - - - - -

BBVA Holvi Finland Mar-16 100% 175 M$ Undisclosed 2015 16 M€ - - - - -

MEAN x3,52 x5,01 x35,15

MEDIAN x2,74 x5,01 x35,15

Max x7,42 x9,84 x40,75

Min x0,38 x0,18 x29,55



Payment Processors

Transactions

Selected recent M&A transactions:

ACQUIROR TARGET

TARGET 

COUNTRY

DATE % Acquired Deal Value

Ent. Value

(TARGET)

PERIOD SALES EBITDA EBIT

EV/

SALES

EV/

EBITDA

EV/

EBIT

Hellman & Friedman Nets Denmark Sep-17 100% 5.575 M€ 5.575 M€ 2016 994 M€ 271 M€ 127 M€ 5,61 20,59 43,93

Vantiv Worldpay UK Aug-17 100% 10.231 M€ 10.231 M€ 2016 5.302 M€ 546 M€ 454 M€ 1,93 18,74 22,51

Seven Angels Holdings Elefund USA Jun-17 100% Undisclosed Undisclosed 2017 - - - - - -

NXT-ID Fit Pay USA May-17 100% 2 M$ 2 M$ 2017 - - - - - -

CardConnect First Data USA May-17 100% 468 M$ 623 M$ 2017 589 M€ 10 M€ -1204% 1,06 60,59 -

FLEETCOR Cambridge Global Payments Canada May-17 100% 675 M$ Undisclosed 2015 170 M€ 57 M€ - - - -

SIA S.p.A Unicredit eMoney (AT, DE & IT) Italy May-17 100% 559 M$ 500 M$ 2015 108 M€ 41 M€ - 4,63 12,20 -

TSYS Central Payment USA Feb-17 100% 532 M$ Undisclosed 2017 - - - - - -

Senjō Group Kalixa UK Dec-16 100% 29 M€ 30 M€ 2015 23 M€ -700% -700% 1,33 - -

Visa CardinalCommerce USA Dec-16 100% 300 M$ Undisclosed 2016 - - - - - -

BBVA Openpay Mexico Dec-16 100% Undisclosed Undisclosed 2016 - - - - - -

Allstate Square trade USA Nov-16 100% 1.400 M$ 1.400 M$ 2016 1.888 M€ - - 0,74 - -

Cardtronics DirectCash payments Canada Oct-16 100% 256 M$ 451 M$ 2016 216 M€ 50 M€ 7 M€ 2,09 9,02 65,81

FinTech Acquisition Corp CardConnect USA Jul-16 100% 350 M$ 350 M$ 2016 589 M€ 10 M€ 0,59 34,05 -

Apollo Global Management Outerwall USA Jul-16 100% 897 M$ 1.454 M$ 2016 2.093 M€ 418 M€ 249 M€ 0,69 3,48 5,83

Mastercard VocaLINK UK Jul-16 92% 1.150 M$ 1.244 M$ 2015 195 M€ 74 M€ 19 M€ 6,38 16,88 66,88

TSYS TransFirst USA Jan-16 100% 2.350 M$ Undisclosed 2016 - - - - - -

Qingado Haili Metal One UMPay China Jan-16 100% 494 M$ Undisclosed 2016 - - - - - -

MEAN x2,51 x21,94 x40,99

MEDIAN x1,63 x17,81 x43,93

Max x6,38 x60,59 x66,88

Min x0,59 x3,48 x5,83
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Selected Fintech Firms With Public Listings

Listed FinTech Firms

FinTech firms are going 

public as they prove their 

business models:

» Recent toughening conditions in 

the FinTech world have slowed 

down some IPOs; notably the 

delayed IPO of  SoFI.

Company Country Segment Mkt Cap. Net Debt EV

YoY Rev. 

growth

EV / 

Rev.

EV / 

EBITDA

EV / 

EBIT

Change Financial Australia Banking 34 M$ -9 M$ 25 M$ 190,0% x47,9 neg neg

MyBucks Luxembourg Banking 170 M$ 40 M$ 210 M$ 24,3% x5,5 x17,6 x18,8

Afterpay Australia Consumer Finance 148 M$ -16 M$ 132 M$ 1555,9% x5,8 x22,2 x22,9

American Express USA Consumer Finance 81.291 M$ 110.388 M$ 191.679 M$ -2,6% x5,9 x24,0 x28,1

Lending club USA Consumer Finance 2.600 M$ 3.268 M$ 5.868 M$ 2,6% x5,1 neg neg

Mastercard USA Consumer Finance 155.709 M$ -1.633 M$ 154.076 M$ 12,1% x13,5 x23,9 x25,4

Ondeck USA Consumer Finance 369 M$ 666 M$ 1.035 M$ 26,8% x3,1 neg neg

Visa USA Consumer Finance 247.657 M$ 5.700 M$ 253.357 M$ 23,4% x14,3 x20,9 x21,9

Ferratum Finland Consumer Finance 567 M$ 137 M$ 704 M$ 42,4% x3,8 x25,1 x27,1

OFX Group Limited Australia Financial Administration 348 M$ -148 M$ 200 M$ 2,1% x1,7 x7,0 x8,3

Fiserv USA Financial Administration 26.771 M$ 4.442 M$ 31.213 M$ 4,0% x5,6 x17,2 x21,2

Jack Henry & Associates USA Financial Administration 8.106 M$ -65 M$ 8.041 M$ 5,7% x5,6 x15,9 x22,1

Envestnet USA Internet 2.344 M$ 232 M$ 2.576 M$ 27,2% x4,1 x35,2 x233,8

Virtu USA Security Brokerage 3.042 M$ 1.476 M$ 4.518 M$ -17,4% x7,2 x31,3 x38,7

Temenos Switzerland Software 7.584 M$ 180 M$ 7.764 M$ 12,1% x11,6 x32,4 x47,5

Fidessa UK Software 884 M$ -71 M$ 813 M$ 14,0% x2,3 x8,9 x15,7

FreeAgent UK Software 31,0 M£ -4,0 M£ 27,0 M£ 41,1% x3,4 neg neg

ACI Worldwide USA Software 2.836 M$ 598 M$ 3.434 M$ 3,9% x3,3 x19,0 x44,6

Fair Isaac Corp USA Software 4.518 M$ 481 M$ 4.999 M$ 4,2% x5,5 x24,8 x30,2

SS&C Technologies USA Software 8.542 M$ 2.209 M$ 10.751 M$ 25,3% x6,7 x18,3 x30,3

PayPal USA Specialized Consumer Services 80.933 M$ -4.091 M$ 76.842 M$ 17,5% x6,5 x31,1 x45,0

Average 95,9% x6,0 x22,0 x28,0

Median 14,0% x5,5 x22,2 x26,2

* Numbers highlighted in yellow have been excluded from the analysis.
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Abundant FinTech Opportunities

Conclusions

FinTech presents plenty of investment opportunities:

» The FinTech scene is growing month over month across the world. Start-ups are taking aim at various elements of  the financial and insurance world in an effort to make 

solutions that utilize new technologies and improve efficiency for customers.

» The majority of global banks are investing in FinTech and ones who aren’t risk losing competitive advantage in terms of  technology. Some banks, e.g. BBVA, have made investing 

in FinTech central to their digitalization strategy, while others are just starting to understand the risks of  falling behind.

» Investments in FinTech companies are generally strategic, with the view to enhanced collaboration with emerging FinTech companies – a key pillar of  the incumbents strategy 

to enable them to provide their customers with newest and best-of-breed technologies while minimizing risk – while at the same time opening the door for a possible acquisition 

further down the road.

» Investment sizes vary from seed stage to later stage financing depending on the start-up, but in 2017 we have seen corporates participating in more $20 M+ later stage 

rounds. Investments are generally minority investments, helping to fund the start-up’s development and foster growth and innovation.

» With a plethora of  investment options to choose from, it is important to select companies who have proven their business models are relevant and are – or will soon be 

– profitable.

» The most popular sector for investment across banks is blockchain due to it’s simplification and securing of the transaction process. Another popular segment for 

investment is regulatory technology – PSD2 and heavier regulation present these start-ups with a huge market. However, banks have their own strategies and areas of  focus.

» Most prominent FinTech companies are based outside Europe - 70% of investments from the European banks went to FinTech companies based in the US. A decision 

needs to be made on whether or not Spain is the right market to invest in; bearing in mind that the consequences of  Brexit for UK based start-ups is still not clear.

» Late-stage post-money valuations across the FinTech industry have been steadily declining since 2014 when they hit all time highs, while angel/seed- and early-stage 

valuations have steadily increased. This reflects the reduced number of late-stage deals during 2017 and also a normalization of investor sentiment toward VC investment.
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